
Additions to the Court archive, made in 1992 February, of 
 material received from the office of Dr Denys Vaughan, 
 curator of Microscopes Collection etc. 
 
 
 1    Books, as per attached schedule, transfer- 
       red to SML main book stock 
 
 2    6 'volumes' of articles on microscopes etc 
       removed from periodicals, plus offprints 
       ['Volumes' are, in fact, the covers of  
       books and contain innumerable loose  
       articles] 
 
 3    Album of mounted photographs, principally 
       of microscopes [ca93 leaves, of which 60  
       bear photos. Plus ca40 loose photos. No  
       index] 
 
 4    Bundle of 21 mounted photographs of micro- 
       scopes; numbered 2 to 81 [series incom- 
        plete] each with accompanying descrip- 
       tive label 
 
 5    Ms notebook of 26 leaves bearing label “T 
      H Court. These are the detail sheets of 
       the Historical Microscopes in my collec- 
       tion. B marks those from the Institute  
       at Boligna (sic) presented to them by 
       Pope Benedict XIV who bought the Campana 
       Collection on his death" 
 
 6/1-2   2 ms notebooks on microscopes, including  
      illustrations (ms, printed, engraved), 
       photographs, cuttings from periodicals  
       and catalogues, brass rubbings etc 
 
 6/3    Ms notebook re microscopes 
 
 7/1    Album of mounted engraved illustrations of 
       microscopes, numbered but not indexed 
       (although some bear ms notes) [ca80  
       leaves] 
 
 7/2    As above, with numerous unmounted illus-  
      trations in the front [265pp] 
 
 7/3    As above [ca190 leaves] 
 
 8/1    L'origine et le developpement du microscope 
       simple [17pp ts] [1 folder] 
 
 8/2    Magnifyers used by the Ancients [English 
       translation of Harting. Paginated 1-63]
       [1 folder] 
 
 8/3/1-2   ---------- as above ---------- [In 2 ts 
       parts, paginated 1-49 & 50-105, the  



       second part marked (P) Harting Das  
       Mikroskop 1859 pp616-67] [1 folder] 
 
 8/4    [--------- as above ---------- Ts trans- 
       lation of Harting pp 667-96 & 794-809. 
        Paginated 1-50] [1 folder] 
 
 8/5    Prof.[Alexander Eugen] Conrady's Lecture 
       'Microscopical Theory' [10pp ts] [1 
       folder] 
 
 9    [Index, arranged alphabetically by author, 
        of articles and books re microscopes and  
       'where taken from'. 26pp ms] [1 file] 
 
10    Crisp Collection 
 
  /1     1925  A catalogue of the collection of Antique 
        Microscopes formed by the late Sir Frank  
       Crisp ... [to be] sold at [J C]  
       Stevens's Auction Rooms on Feb 17 [3  
       copies, 2 heavily annotated]  
 
  /2     1920  A catalogue of Scientific and Photographic 
       Apparatus including the second portion  
       of the collection of Microscopes and  
       Accessories [of] Sir Frank Crisp ... [to  
       be sold by] J C Stevens on Nov 12 
 
  /3     1920  A catalogue of ... the third portion of the
       Collection of Microscopes and Acces- 
       sories [of] Sir Frank Crisp [to be sold  
       by] J C Stevens on Dec 9 & 10 
 
  /4     -   Ms/ts notes largely Crisp collection, incl- 
       uding many lists of objects, S.M.'s  
       purchase of items at the Crisp sales  
       etc. [2 folders, unsorted] 
 
11/1     -   [Advertisement of] Spencer, Browning & Co, 
       Minories and Vine St [London, for] 
       Crookes' Spectroscope [1 leaf] 
 
11/2     -   [Advertisement of] Murray and Heath, Opti- 
        cal & Photographic Instrument Makers, 
       Jermyn St, London [for] Steinheil's  
       patent Aplanatic Doublet Lenses [1 leaf] 
 
12     -   Some methods of ascertaining the qualities, 
       defects and characteristics of Micro- 
       Objectives exhibited at the Quekett Club  
       17 May 1907 by Fredk W Watson Baker  
       [4pp] 
 
 
13     -   Directions for using Ross's Adjusting 
       Object-Glass. Mr Gillett's Illuminator, 
       for employing transmitted light. Rev. W  



       Kingsley's Condenser [8pp] 
 
14     -   Mr Ed'd Turrell's Stage for a Microscope 
       [Engraving, E Turrell after C Varley. 2  
       copies] 
 
15     -   Description de la Lunette Achromatique de 
      Poche, avec le Piedestal, comme  repré- 
      sentée dans la Planche [Engraving,of  
       instrument bearing name Dollond, London,  
       with text in French] [NOW MSL 92] 
 
16     -   Directions pour se servir du Microscope  
       Solaire fait par P et J Dollond, opti- 
       ciens, dans le Cimitière de St Paul, 
       à Londres [Engraving, by Miller, with  
       text in French] [NOW MSL 93] 
 
17     -   [Ms/ts notes re Court's scientific instru- 
       ment collection including particulars of 
       items loaned and offered to the Science  
       Museum. Also S.M. papers, particularly  
       some letters from Court to Museum  
       officers and many lists, of objects and  
       accessories detailing Crisp Collection  
       items] [1 box, unsorted] 


